Using the spread of the Ice Bucket Challenge on Twitter as a case study, this research compared the concurrent diffusion patterns of both information and behaviors in online social networks.
Introduction
In social network research, one of the most interesting topics is diffusion-the phenomena that certain viral "objects" can spread among individuals in a social network. Pioneering studies have found evidence for the diffusion of epidemics, innovations, opinions, sentiment, behaviors, etc., in social networks (Centola 2011; Newman 2002; Singh and Phelps 2012; Watts and Dodds 2007;  1 Corresponding author. Address: S224 Pappajohn Business Building, Iowa City, IA 52242, USA. Email: kang-zhao@uiowa.edu. Zhao et al. 2014) . The recent emergence of online social networks (OSNs) with millions of users opens new doors for the study of network diffusion--they not only provide the structure of population-scale social networks, but also enable the tracking and analysis of "big data" about individuals' distributed interactions and behaviors in these networks.
The diffusion of information, commonly known as the "word of mouth", depends on individuals' sharing of information with each other. Such sharing has been made very easy in the cyberspace by OSNs: on one hand, an individual can automatically receive "status updates" or shared contents from her network neighbors; on the other hand, spreading information is effortless and can take as little as a click on a computer or mobile device (e.g., retweeting a tweet, clicking an URL, or forwarding an email). By contrast, the diffusion of a behavior depends on individuals' actions in adopting or performing the behavior. In this research, "behaviors" refer to non-trivial actions that require more commitment or resources from individuals than clicking and typing, especially when the behavior has to occur offline in the physical space (e.g., visiting a grocery store, walking 10,000 steps a day, or participating in a rally). Intuitively, the reception of information does not necessarily mean the adoption of the corresponding behavior. For example, there are much more people talking about the "Occupy" movement than participating in a local demonstration. At the same time, the two processes are also closely related-the adoption of a behavior may depend on or be preceded by the diffusion of information. For instance, one needs to know about the "Occupy" movement before possibly joining a demonstration on the street.
Then what are the similarities and differences between the diffusions of information and behaviors? Answers to this question are valuable for many areas, where individual adoptions of non-trivial behaviors are as important as, sometimes even more important than, the reception of information, such as health promotion, political mobilization, and viral marketing (Aral 2013) .
However, previous research on information or behavior diffusions in social network focused only on one of them, but not both of them at the same time, nor the interaction between them.
Using the Ice Bucket Challenge (IBC) as a case study, this research represents the first one to compare the concurrent diffusion patterns of both information and behaviors in an online social network. Our research compared the two from the perspectives of networks, individuals, and dyads, including the different temporal and geospatial dynamics of behavior and information adoptions, the characteristics of behavior and information adopters, the diffusion of information and behaviors from network neighbors to potential adopters and the interaction of the two processes, the nature of ties through which information and behaviors spread, as well as the time it takes for one to adopt a piece of information and a behavior. In addition, our approach to detect individual behaviors from publically available textual data also has the potential to enable more behavior diffusion research in large-scale social networks, because previous studies often relied on small-scale experiments or proprietary data to reveal non-trivial behaviors from individuals.
The remainder of the paper will introduce the dataset, describe how we detected behavior from texts, illustrate our comparative analysis results, and discuss future research directions.
The dataset
The IBC started in 2013, but it was associated with the amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) disease only after June 30 th 2014. After Peter Frates (an ALS survivor) nominated himself for the IBC on July 31 st , it became a viral campaign to raise funds and awareness for ALS. We chose the IBC because it featured the diffusions of both information (e.g., talking about the IBC, sharing celebrities' IBC videos) and non-trivial behaviors (i.e., taking the IBC by pouring iced water over heads or donating money to ALS-related agencies) at the same time.
As Twitter is a major OSN that helps the success of the IBC, we leveraged Twitter data in this research. Using a set of keywords, phrases, and hashtags related to the IBC (e.g., "ice bucket"
and "#beatALS"), we collected IBC-related tweets that were written in English and posted be- Figure 1 shows that most users had few IBC-related tweets: 60% of all the users in our dataset had only one IBC tweet, and 90% had fewer than 4.
However, a very small group of users published many tweets, up to 100, about the IBC. 
Behavior detection
Collecting IBC-related tweets is just the first step for our analysis, because these tweets only represent information about the IBC. For example, many of the tweets were about celebrities' IBCs or how successful the campaign was. To study behavior diffusion using this dataset, we need to identify whether an individual has taken the IBC by examining what she said in her IBC-related tweets. The scale of the dataset made manual identifications of such behaviors impractical. Thus we adopted text mining techniques to detect individuals' behaviors of taking the IBC from the content of their tweets.
The goal of the behavior detection is to classify each tweet into two categories: whether or not the tweet shows enough evidence that its author (not someone else) took the IBC. In other words, the detection is a text classification problem. Our behavior detection was limited to original tweets in the dataset, because a retweet can hardly signal its author's IBC behaviors. To train a text classifier, we hired Amazon Mechanical Turkers to annotate a random set of 7,000 original tweets. Each tweet was assigned to two Turkers who were Amazon Mechanical Turk's classification master and had passed our qualification tests. When they disagreed with each other on a tweet, a researcher from our team read the tweet and broke the tie.
As tweets are limited in length and often include a variety of URLs and hashtags, we preprocessed tweets, trying to alleviate the sparsity problem. We first expanded the shortened URLs embedded in tweets. Then based on the destination of a URL, we replaced the shortened URL with a string chosen from a set of options: "URL_S" refers to social networking or image/video sharing websites (e.g., Facebook, Youtube, Instagram, Vine, and Vimeo); "URL_W" is for major news websites (e.g., CNN.com, nytimes.com, and yahoo.com); "URL_P" is for all other valid websites; and "URL_N" denotes empty links. Similarly, we also used the string "HASHTAG_CH" to replace popular hashtags related to the IBC (e.g., #alschallenge, #beatALS, and #icebucketchallenge). Hashtags that are irrelevant or are about spinoffs of the IBC (e.g., #ebola, #rubblebucket, and #bulletbucket) were replaced by "HASHTAG_OTHER". We also replaced all numbers starting with monetary symbols (e.g., $100) with the string "DOLLAR_AMT".
After the pre-processing, each tweet was represented by its unigram and bigram vectors.
In such vectors, each unigram or bigram was also weighted by its TF-IDF score. We split the 7,000 annotated tweets into two sets-6,000 for 10-fold cross validation (CV) and 1,000 for hold-out testing. After comparing several classification algorithms (see Table 1 for the top 3 performers), we picked SVM with the RBF kernel to classify all the other original tweets in our dataset. Among the 5.44 million original tweets, 22% were classified as positive, indicating enough evidence for their authors' behaviors in taking the IBC either by pouring iced water over heads or making donations. These tweets are referred to as "behavior tweets" in this paper, whereas those classified as negative are "information tweets". All retweets were automatically labeled as "information tweets". If a user posted at least one behavior tweet, then she is considered an IBC taker who took the IBC. Otherwise, those with only information tweet(s) are IBC talkers. 
Comparative analysis
Our comparative analysis covers temporal and geospatial dynamics at the network level, adopter difference at the individual level, and the diffusion via social ties at the dyadic level.
Temporal and geospatial distributions
With a label on each IBC tweet to indicate whether this is about IBC information or behaviors,
we calculated the number of information tweets (including both original tweets and retweets) and behavior tweets for each day during our 2-month period and drew their temporal distributions in In summary, temporal dynamics of information and behavior diffusions have some differences. where people were interested in and actively talked about the IBC does not necessarily have a high probability to convert these information adopters into behavior adopters. An example is the state of California, which ranks 12 th in the information adoption rate, but is second to last among all states in the behavior conversion rate. We conjecture that the low rate for IBC talkers to take the IBC may be due to the concerns of wasting water by taking the IBC during the state's recordbreaking drought in 2014.
Individual differences
To understand whether IBC takers are different from talkers, we randomly sampled 10,000 takers and 20,000 talkers (excluding "super users" with more than 10,000 followers or 100,000 total tweets) and compared their social network centralities and levels of online activities in Table 3 . The comparison shows that, on average, takers are more active Twitter users than talkers:
they have more followers, more followees, more tweets, and higher levels of interest in the IBC.
Being more active and having more neighbors in the social network may also mean that they could potentially have received more influence about the IBC. Thus we investigated social network diffusion patterns in the following subsection.
Adoptions of information and behaviors
In a social network, one's adoptions of information or behaviors can be attributed to many factors, such as homophily (the tendency for one to connect with similar peers) (McPherson et al. 2001 ), external influence, and peer influence (Aral et al. 2009 ). As a preliminary analysis of the diffusion process, we differentiated adoptions into two types that are similar to those in (Aral and Walker 2012) : spontaneous adoptions and viral adoptions. In the context of Twitter, a sponta-neous adoption refers to an adoption, before which the adopter was not exposed to or influenced by the information or behavior from tweets of her immediate followees. Conversely, if a user tweeted about the IBC after one of her followees' IBC tweet(s), or took the IBC after one of her followee took it, then such an adoption is considered a viral adoption. It is worth noting that the name of "viral adoption" does not necessarily mean the user's adoption was persuaded or caused by her followees' adoptions. Inferring causal relationship from empirical data is challenging and would be a direction for future explorations, but it is beyond the scope of this paper.
For our random sample of 20,000 IBC talkers and 10,000 IBC takers, we retrieved their followees from Twitter. We checked whether these followees talked about or took the IBC (i.e., Similarly, 96.4% of the 10,000 IBC takers took the IBC after at least one or more of their followees took it. These earlier takers among a taker's followees are called her "followee takers".
After showing the evidence for information and behavior diffusions, we explored another common characteristic of social network diffusions. In the diffusions of other contagions, such as products or health behaviors, the more an ego's network neighbors adopt, the more likely the ego adopts. To examine whether that is true in our study, Figure 3 (a) plots the cumulative distribution of adoption rates among our sample of IBC talkers and takers. The "Followee talker vs IBC talker" curve shows cumulative probability that a talker adopted IBC information given the number of followee talkers, and the "Followee takers vs IBC taker" curve shows cumulative probability that a taker took the IBC given the number of followee takers. Both distributions resemble logarithmic growth curves, meaning that having more talkers (or takers) in one's social network neighborhood can increase the number of information (or behavior) adopters, although the marginal return gradually diminishes. Also, the "Followee taker vs IBC taker" curve grows faster, which suggests that takers did not need many followee takers from their neighborhood before they took the IBC. For instance, having as many as 15 followee takers is enough for 52%
of the takers to adopt, but having up to 15 followee talkers can only "infect" 16% of the talkers.
To illustrate the interaction between the diffusions of information and behaviors, we also added to Figure 3 (a) the "Followee talker vs IBC taker" curve, which shows the cumulative probability that a taker took the IBC given the number of followee talkers. This curve also increases with the number of followee talkers and revealed that the two diffusion processes are indeed related: having more exposure to information is correlated with more behavior adoption.
Nevertheless, the curve is below the "Followee takers vs IBC takers" curves, which indicates that takers' behavior adoptions are still more related to their followees' behavior adoptions than their followees' information adoptions. Also, the same amount of exposure to IBC information can "infect" more talkers than takers, which lends support to our previous hypothesis that adopting a non-trivial behavior takes more efforts and may require stronger influence from peers. Figure 3 (a) are based on talkers and takers only and do not reflect the overall adoption rates among Twitter users. Thus we also created a random sample of 31,500 users, among whom we identified 1,489 talkers and 324 takers. The "Followee talkers vs Info.
Distributions in
Adoption" and the "Followee takers vs Behavior adoption" curves in Figure 3 (b) show their information or behavior adoption rates given the number of followee talkers and takers respectively. Cumulative distributions of these adoption rates are plotted in Figure 3 (c).
Again, both adoption rates generally increase as the number of followee adopters increase. In other words, more exposure to IBC information from her followees is related to higher information adoption rates. The same is true for exposure to IBC behaviors and behavior adoption rates. Also, as we would expect, information is more viral than behaviors as its adoption rate is higher than that of behavior adoptions given the same number of followee adoptions. As with Figure 3 (a), we also drew the adoption rates for takers given the number of followee talkers (the "Followee talkers vs behavior adoption" curve) to show the interaction between information and behavior adoptions. The results are similar: an ego's followee takers' behavior adoptions are better indicators of the ego's behavior adoptions than her followee talkers' information adoptions. 
Diffusions at the dyadic level
While our analysis so far has shown how information and behavior diffuses to an ego from her network neighbors, it is not clear how such diffusions occurred between two connected individuals (i.e., a dyad). This is because a talker can have several followee talkers and a taker can have more than one followee takers. When this happens, it is difficult to determine which followee(s), or equivalently which tie(s), of a talker or taker should be responsible for the diffusion.
To address this problem, we focused our analysis on two special types of diffusion, whose diffusion paths are clearly trackable. For information diffusion, we examined 6,897 talkers who retweeted one of their direct followees' original tweets about the IBC. Such direct retweeting provides a clear trace of information diffusion to a talker from one of her followees, whose IBC tweet was retweeted by the talker. For the diffusion of IBC behaviors, we identified 378 "directly challenged takers". They took the IBC after their names were mentioned (via @) in at least one IBC related tweet published by one of their followee takers. A taker's mentioning of others who have not taken the IBC in tweets corresponds to one of the IBC's rules-one who has taken the IBC can challenge or nominate others to take it. Among these 378 challenged takers, 88.9% of them received only one challenge from their followees. Thus after the taker took the IBC, it is clear through which tie the behavior spread.
After examining the nature of ties through which adoptions spread, we found that information tends to spread via unilateral ties, whereas the diffusion of behaviors depends more on bilateral ties. Twitter represents a directed social network, where one can follow others, but such directed ties may not be reciprocated. This is especially true for celebrities' and organizations' accounts that may have many followers but much fewer followees. When a following relationship is reciprocated and become bilateral, that usually indicates a stronger relationship between two users (often referred to as "friendship" in Twitter research). Among the "retweeting" ties between talkers and their followee talkers, 76.2% of the ties are unilateral. This percentage for unilateral ties decreases to only 3.5% for "direct challenge" ties between "directly challenged takers" and their followee takers. The great difference indicates that while the "strength of weak ties" (Granovetter 1973 ) still holds for information diffusion, it was strong bilateral ties of friendship that drove the diffusion of IBC behaviors.
We also compared the time it takes for information and behaviors to spread over these dyadic ties we identified. For information diffusion, we calculated the time delay between a followee talker's IBC tweet and a talker's retweet of that tweet. For the diffusion of behaviors, the time delay is the difference between the time of a taker's IBC behavior tweet and the time of her challenger's "challenge" tweet, in which the taker's name was mentioned. Figure 4 shows the cumulative distribution of the time delay for both information and behavior diffusions. It was revealed that the diffusion of information is faster than that of behaviors. For example, 93.3% of the information adoptions (i.e., retweets) occurred within the same day or on the next day. However, it took up to 3 days for 92.4% of the behavior adoptions to occur. Together with the temporal trend in Figure 2 , this distribution again shows that the adoption of IBC behaviors needs more effort and time from individuals, while the adoption of IBC information can be made very fast by a couple of clicks in an online social network. 
Discussions and future work
This preliminary study represents the first step in our exploration of information and behavior diffusions in social networks. Through a case study of the Ice Bucket Challenge, our analysis showed that diffusions of information and behaviors are indeed different at the network level, the individual level, and the dyadic level. The discovery of these differences inspires many interesting directions for future research. For example, we would like to build explanatory models to show the effects of various factors, such as homophily, external and peer influence, on the behavior diffusion process. Better understanding of the diffusion process can help us build predictive models of behavior adoptions and design strategies to optimize the outcome of the diffusion process. We also plan to extend our research to the diffusion of other behaviors to further generalize our findings. The retrieval of large-scale data from Twitter and the classification of texts for behavior detection have laid the foundations for other case studies.
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